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Abstract 

This sociolinguistic survey among Mewati (ISO 639-3: wtm) speakers of Rajasthan, Haryana, and Uttar 
Pradesh was carried out from August through September 2004. The basic purpose of this research was to 
study the possible need for initiating mother tongue language development and promoting Mewati 
literature and, if needed, to suggest an area from which a language development programme could be 
carried out. The vitality of Mewati appears to be strong and Mewati speakers expressed interest in 
vernacular language development. There were indications that a majority of Mewati speakers, especially 
the uneducated, are probably not bilingual enough in Hindi to be able to use materials effectively in that 
language. The results of Recorded Text Testing (RTT) and questionnaires showed good potential for the 
variety of Mewati spoken in Alwar district (Rajasthan) to be well understood and accepted in other 
regions of the Mewati language area. 
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Introduction to the Series 

According to an old saying, ‘The dialect, food, water, and turbans in Rajasthan change every twelve 
miles.’ Indeed, the state of Rajasthan in western India is a region of rich cultural and linguistic diversity. 
Eight languages from this area are covered in this six-volume series of sociolinguistic surveys. In both the 
Linguistic survey of India (Grierson 1906) and the Ethnologue (Lewis 2009), these languages are classified 
as Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Central Zone, Rajasthani. At that point, the classification 
terms diverge, as seen in this table: 

Classifications and ISO codes for the eight languages covered in this series 

Language Linguistic survey of India (Grierson 
1906) 

Ethnologue 
(Lewis 2009) 

ISO 639-3 code 

Marwaria Western Rajasthani Marwari rwr 

Godwari Western Rajasthani Marwari gdx 

Mewari Western Rajasthani Marwari mtr 

Shekhawati Western Rajasthani Marwari swv 

    

Merwarib Central-eastern Rajasthani Marwari wry 

Dhundari Central-eastern Rajasthani Marwari dhd 

    

Hadothi Central-eastern Rajasthani Unclassified hoj 

Mewati North-eastern Rajasthani Unclassified wtm 
aGrierson also includes Bikeneri under Western Rajasthani. Bikaner (alternatively spelled Bikener) is a district where 
Marwari is spoken. 
bGrierson also includes Ajmeri under Central-eastern Rajasthani, but not Merwari itself. Ajmer is a district where 
Merwari is spoken. 

‘Rajasthani’ has long served as a cover term for many of the speech varieties of this region. In spite of 
significant linguistic divergence, use of this term has continued to this day, sometimes by mother tongue 
speakers as well as by scholars and those who are seeking official recognition of Rajasthani as a 
Scheduled Language of India. The definition of ‘language’ versus ‘dialect’ presents challenges to 
researchers. These challenges are compounded by the numerous different terms used by census takers, 
scholars, and mother tongue speakers themselves. 

In the introduction to the print version of the Ethnologue, Lewis (2009:9) notes, 

Every language is characterized by variation within the speech 
community that uses it. Those varieties, in turn, are more or less 
divergent from one another. These divergent varieties are often referred 
to as dialects. They may be distinct enough to be considered separate 
languages or sufficiently similar to be considered merely characteristic 
of a particular geographic region or social grouping within the speech 
community. Often speakers may be very aware of dialect variation and 
be able to label a particular dialect with a name. In other cases, the 
variation may be largely unnoticed or overlooked. 

In these surveys, the researchers used a multi-pronged synchronic approach to describe the current 
sociolinguistic situation of the eight languages under consideration. Lexical similarity within and 
between languages was assessed using a 210-item wordlist. The phonetic transcriptions of these wordlists 
are presented in appendices to the reports. In many instances, intelligibility of selected speech varieties 
was investigated using recorded oral texts. Orally-administered questionnaires provided insights into 
language use patterns, language attitudes, perceived similarities and differences among speech varieties, 
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and self-reported bilingual proficiency. Community levels of bilingualism were investigated using 
sentence repetition testing. The results make a significant contribution to a broader and deeper 
understanding of the present-day sociolinguistic complexities in Rajasthan. 

The researchers travelled many kilometres by train, bus, motorcycle, and on foot. They interviewed 
regional scholars, local leaders and teachers, and large numbers of mother tongue speakers, meeting 
them in large cities as well as in rural villages. It is the researchers’ sincere hope that the information 
presented in these volumes will be useful in motivating and supporting continued development efforts in 
these languages. 

Juliana Kelsall, Series Editor 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Geography 

The Mewati1 language is spoken in Alwar and Bharatpur districts of Rajasthan state in India. It is also 
spoken in Gurgaon and Faridabad districts of Haryana and in Mathura district of Uttar Pradesh.2 See 
maps 1 and 2, prepared by the author, in appendix A. The term Mewati refers to both the language and 
the people, whereas the region is called Mewat. The Mewat region mainly consists of plains, however, a 
few hills are also found in some areas. 

1.2 People 

The Meo3 are the dominant group in Mewat. They were Hindu Rajputs who accepted Islam during the 
reign of Aurangzeb (1658–1707). They still maintain two identities and are proud of both. On the one 
hand, they claim to be Muslims, tracing their conversion from Hinduism to various Sufi groups. On the 
other hand, they also claim to be Rajputs, and believe that they are direct descendants of Krishna and 
Rama. They are known for the syncretism of Hindu and Islamic customs, practices and beliefs.4 Pandun 
Ka Kara is the Meo version of the famous Hindu epic Mahabharata. Muslim musicians called Mirasis play 
a musical rendering of Pandun Ka Kara, after a brief ode in praise of the Prophet Muhammad and the 
Sufi saint Khawaja Moinuddin Chrishti of Ajmer. The entire epic in its Meo form, rendered in the Mewati 
dialect, consists of some 800 verses, and takes more than three hours to recite (http://www.haryana-
online.com/People/meos.htm, accessed May 21, 2005). The Meo celebrate the Hindu festivals Diwali and 
Holi as well as the Ids of Islam. 

Almost every village in the area has a mosque, but in a few villages a Hindu temple is also found. Along 
with the Meo, Hindus and Punjabis are also found in a typical village. Other non-Muslims in the area 
also speak the language. 

The Meo men are tall and dark; they wear large turbans wound around their heads and dress in long, 
flowing robes. Agriculture and livestock are the traditional and primary sources of income. The people 
mainly cultivate wheat, maize, mustard, lentils, and cotton. The Mewat depends on the rains for its 
agricultural needs. Water deficiency is a major challenge for cultivation in this region. 

Traditionally, Meo girls were allowed only religious education (Din-e-Taleem) provided at the mosque, 
and were denied general education (Duniya-ki-Taleem). For example, the male and female literacy rates 
in Akera, a typical Meo village (Nuh tehsil, Gurgaon district, Haryana) were 48 per cent and 18 per cent 
respectively, according to the 2001 Census of India. The Meo people do not have a very positive attitude 
towards education in Hindi, since they consider it to be the language of Hindus. Realising the issue, ‘Lok 
Jumbish’5 (People's Movement), a leading non-governmental organization specialising in education, is 
providing education in Urdu, a language associated with Islam. Four years after the start of the project, 
the positive results were demonstrated by the 82 per cent literacy rate among boys and 57 per cent 

                                              
1An alternate spelling is Mewathi. 
2Gusain (2003) reports that the language is also spoken in Dhaulpur (also spelled as Dholpur), but the researchers 
obtained this information only after finishing the fieldwork. 
3It is not quite clear whether Meo currently refers only to the Muslims or to all those who are in the region, including 
the Hindus. In the experience of the researchers during this survey, the term Meo seemed to refer to the Muslims of 
the region. Therefore, when the researchers use the term Meo, they mean the Muslims of Mewat. 
4The researchers came across a paper, written by Shail Mayaram, based on extensive research, which talks about the 
syncretism of Meo. It is available at http://www.cssaame.ilstu.edu/issues/V17–2/MEO.pdf. 
5This is not primary information. 
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among girls in the five- to 14-year-old age group. This is impressive, considering that when the project 
began, the rates were 28 per cent for boys and 11 per cent for girls (Raj 2005). 

Even though only 96,831 people were officially recorded as being mother tongue Mewati speakers in the 
1991 census of India, the total number of speakers who use this language in their daily life is likely much 
higher. Singh (1994:360) gives a population estimate of six million. Gusain (2003) estimates the number 
of Mewati speakers to be five million. The researchers feel that these higher estimates of the Mewati-
speaking population are more accurate. According to the 2001 census of India, the population of Alwar 
district, Rajasthan was 2,990,862 and of Bharatpur district, Rajasthan 2,101,142 for a total of just over 
five million. It is likely that many Mewati speakers in these districts were recorded in the census as 
speakers of Rajasthani, which is a general term often used for the speech varieties of the state of 
Rajasthan (Bora 1994:53). 

1.3 Language 

Grierson (1906) classifies Mewati as Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Central Zone, North-
eastern Rajasthani. Lewis (2009) provides an almost identical classification of Indo-European, Indo-
Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Central Zone, Unclassified. Hindi, which is also an Indo-Aryan language, is the 
official state language and the official medium of education of Rajasthan, Haryana, and Uttar Pradesh. 
The Devanagri script is used for writing both Mewati and Hindi. 

1.4 Previous research 

In 2002, a sociolinguistic survey of present-day Rajasthani speech varieties, including Mewati, was 
conducted using wordlists, recorded texts, and questionnaires. Data from that survey (Samuvel, Joshua, 
Koshy, and Abraham 2012) was utilised in this follow-up survey. Although that survey represented a 
significant advance in the understanding of the sociolinguistic situation among Rajasthani speech 
varieties, the report stated that further research was needed to clarify the possible need for separate 
mother tongue development programmes in these dialect groupings, based on language vitality and 
bilingual proficiency in Hindi. Where such needs were confirmed, additional intelligibility testing was 
recommended to help identify a strategic speech variety in which to begin language development. 

1.5 Purpose and goals 

The purpose of this sociolinguistic research among the Mewati-speaking people was to assess the need 
for mother tongue literature development and, if needed, to suggest an area where this development 
programme could be based. To fulfil this purpose, the following goals were set. 

Goal 1: To appraise the extent of dialect variation in Mewati. 
Research questions: 

What is the lexical similarity among different Mewati varieties? 
Is Alwar Mewati intelligible and acceptable to Mewati speakers in Bharatpur, Gurgaon, and 

Mathura districts? 
Research tools: 

Wordlist comparisons, Recorded Text Testing (RTT), and post-RTT questionnaires. 
Goal 2: To confirm the vitality of Mewati as described in previous research (Samuvel, Joshua, Koshy, and 

Abraham 2012). 
Research questions: 

What are the language use patterns of Mewati speakers in the important domains of daily life? 
What are the attitudes of Mewati speakers towards Mewati and Hindi? 
Are Mewati speakers interested in mother tongue language development? 

Research tools: 
Questionnaires, informal interviews, and observations. 
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Goal 3: To assess the levels of Hindi bilingualism among Mewati speakers. 
Research questions: 

What are the tested levels of Hindi bilingualism levels among Mewati speakers? 
What are the self-reported and observed Hindi abilities of Mewati speakers? 

Research tools: 
Questionnaires, Hindi Sentence Repetition Testing (SRT), interviews, and observations. 

1.6 Selection of research areas 

In the initial planning stages of this project, it was decided that the entire Mewat region would be 
covered. Representative areas were chosen for data collection in order to meet the goals of the project in 
the available amount of time. The researchers were fortunate to have maps showing the general location 
of most Mewati villages in every district. This was a helpful resource in the selection of research 
locations. However, the researchers could not collect data from Mewati communities in Faridabad 
district in Haryana due to time limitations. The principal rationale for choosing geographical areas to 
survey was based on information collected during the Rajasthani overview survey (Samuvel, Joshua, 
Koshy, and Abraham 2012). 

1.7 Limitations of the research 

Although the researchers would like to report that this project was carried out under ideal conditions, 
the reality is that no research project is without its shortcomings. The limitations of the survey included 
the following. 

Limitations of experience: This was the first survey the researchers conducted independently. Even 
though the researchers made use of the valuable help of available experts, there could be room for 
improvement. 

Limitations of access: All data collection points were within a few kilometres of a motorable road. More 
remote areas were not covered. The researchers did not have the same Mewati language assistant for the 
entire survey, but arranged for one in a given location when needed; each assistant had to be trained in 
procedures. 

Limitations of time: Decisions about the locations and number of data collection points, as well as the 
type and amount of data collected, were influenced by the amount of time available for the survey 
fieldwork. 

2. Dialect areas 

2.1 Lexical similarity 

2.1.1 Introduction 

A common method of measuring the relationship among speech varieties is to compare the degree of 
similarity in their vocabularies. This is referred to as lexical similarity. Speech communities that have 
more terms in common (thus a higher percentage of lexical similarity) are more likely to understand one 
another than speech communities that have fewer terms in common, though this is not always the case. 
Since only elicited words and simple verb constructions are analysed by this method, a lexical similarity 
comparison alone cannot indicate how well certain speech communities understand one another. It can, 
however, assist in obtaining a broad perspective of the relationships among speech varieties and give 
support for results using more sophisticated testing methods, such as dialect intelligibility testing. 
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Using the lexical similarity counting procedures described in Blair (1990:30–33), two speech varieties 
showing less than 60 per cent similarity are unlikely to be intelligible and may be considered as two 
different languages, or at least as very different dialects (Blair 1990:20). For speech varieties that have 
greater than 60 per cent similarity, comprehension testing should be done to further clarify their 
relationship. 

2.1.2 Procedures 

The research tool used in determining lexical similarity in this project was a 210-item wordlist, 
consisting of items of basic vocabulary, which has been standardised and contextualised for use in 
surveys of this type in South Asia. Wordlists were elicited in Hindi from mother tongue Mewati speakers 
and were transcribed by the researchers using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). A lexical 
similarity analysis was carried out on each of the pairs of wordlists. 

2.1.3 Site selection 

Nine wordlists (including a standard Hindi wordlist) were compared for this lexical similarity study. 
Table 1 gives the locations6 where these wordlists were collected. Five Mewati wordlists were collected 
on this survey and two others were from the Rajasthani overview survey (Samuvel, Joshua, Koshy, and 
Abraham 2012). An Ahirwadi wordlist was also collected on this survey. To provide better reliability, the 
two previous Mewati wordlists along with the new wordlists were re-checked with second mother-tongue 
speakers from the same sites. 

Table 1. Locations of wordlists compared in this study 

Language Village Tehsil District State Collected 

Mewati Goyla Thaudu Gurgaon Haryana Present project 

Mewati Akera Nuh Gurgaon Haryana Present Project 

Mewati Hathiya Chatta Mathura Uttar Pradesh Present project 

Mewati Udaka Kaman Bharatpur Rajasthan Present project 

Mewati Gulpeda Nagar Bharatpur Rajasthan In 2002 

Mewati Jakhopur Thijara Alwar Rajasthan Present project 

Mewati Chirkana Alwar Alwar Rajasthan In 2002 

Ahirwadi Jhambaus Thaudu Gurgaon Haryana Present project 

Hindi     Standard Hindi 

 

2.1.4 Results and analysis 

Table 2 shows the lexical similarity percentages matrix for the speech varieties compared in this study. 
The language, village, district, and state of each wordlist is given in the matrix. 

                                              
6 A tehsil is an administrative unit that consists of a city or town that serves as its headquarters, possibly additional 
towns, and a number of villages. As an entity of local government, it exercises certain fiscal and administrative 
power over the villages and municipalities within its jurisdiction. It is the ultimate executive agency for land records 
and related administrative matters. Its chief official is called the tehsildar or talukdar. 
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Table 2. Lexical similarity percentages matrix 

Mewati – Goyla, Gurgaon, Haryani 
96 Mewati – Akera, Gurgaon, Haryana 
95 97 Mewati – Hathiya, Mathura, Uttar Pradesh 
94 96 99 Mewati – Udaka, Bharatpur, Rajasthan 
91 93 95 94 Mewati – Gulpeda, Bharatpur, Rajasthan 
97 98 93 94 92 Mewati – Jakhopur, Alwar, Rajasthan 
88 89 91 90 92 86 Mewati – Chirkana, Alwar, Rajasthan 
82 87 80 82 80 83 78 Ahirwadi – Jhambaus, Gurgaon, Haryana 
77 84 76 78 75 79 75 89 Hindi 

 

The lexical similarity percentages among the Mewati wordlists range from 86 to 99 per cent. The 
wordlists from Gulpeda and Chirkana were 78 per cent similar when they were originally collected in 
2002; rechecking resulted in an increase to 92 per cent similarity. This shows a close lexical relationship 
among the Mewati wordlists. The standard Hindi word list shows 75 to 84 per cent lexical similarity 
with the Mewati wordlists. 

Grierson (1906) reports Ahirwadi to be a dialect of Rajasthani. The researchers came across some 
villages where people reported speaking this variety. The Ahirwadi variety shows 78 to 87 per cent 
lexical similarity with Mewati varieties, and also shows 89 per cent similarity with the Hindi wordlist. 
The geographical proximity of the Ahirwadi site to the Mewat region might have contributed to these 
high lexical similarity per centages. 

2.2 Dialect intelligibility 

2.2.1 Introduction 

It is not easy to define the terms ‘language’ and ‘dialect’. These terms are used in different ways. 
Common usage often applies the term ‘language’ to the large, prestigious languages that have an 
established written literature. The term ‘dialect’ is then used for all other speech varieties. Some linguists 
use ‘language’ to refer to speech varieties that share similar vocabularies, phonological and/or 
grammatical systems. Many times, the sense in which the two terms are used can vary. 

The researchers believe that an important factor in determining the distinction between a language and a 
dialect is how well language speakers can understand one another. Low intelligibility7 between two 
speech varieties, even if one has been classified as a dialect of the other, means that at least one group 
has difficulty in understanding the other (Grimes 1996:vi). Thus comprehension testing, which allows a 
look into the approximate understanding of natural speech, was an important component of this 
research. 

2.2.2 Procedures 

Lexical similarity percentages did not show any signs of significant variation among Mewati speech 
varieties. However, high levels of intelligibility cannot be assumed based only on wordlist comparisons. 
Recorded Text Testing (RTT) has traditionally been used to help determine the distinction between 
languages and dialects, as well as the relationship among varieties showing lexical similarities above 60 
per cent or so. 

                                              
7‘Intelligibility’ is a term that has often been used to refer to the level of understanding that exist between speech 
varieties. O’Leary (1994) argues that results of Recorded Text Testing should be discussed as comprehension scores 
on texts from different dialects, not as intelligibility scores nor as measures of ‘inherent intelligibility’. Thus the term 
‘intelligibility’ has been used sparingly in this report, with the term ‘comprehension’ used more frequently. 
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An RTT uses a three- to five-minute natural, personal-experience narrative that is recorded from a 
mother tongue speaker of the speech variety in question. Mother tongue speakers from differing 
speech varieties then listen to the recorded story and are asked questions (in their mother tongue), 
interspersed in the story, to test their comprehension. Subjects’ responses to the questions in the story 
are noted down and scored. A person’s score is considered a reflection of his comprehension of the 
text, and the average score of all subjects at a test site is indicative of the community’s intelligibility of 
the speech variety of the story’s origin. The standard deviation, or variation, of the subjects’ scores is 
also calculated. 

After answering comprehension questions for each story, subjects are then asked further questions, such 
as how much they could understand and their opinion on how good the language was. These post-RTT 
responses give insight into subjects’ perceptions, which can then be compared with their performance on 
the test. 

One of the goals of the present research was to find out the possible reach of Alwar Mewati to Mewati 
speakers in the Bharatpur, Gurgaon, and Mathura districts. To do this, the researchers used a Mewati 
story from Chirkana village in Alwar district, which was developed as an RTT for the Rajasthan overview 
survey. Chirkana ‘is situated 12 kilometres from Alwar city, which is traditionally considered the 
standard Mewathi area’ (Samuvel, Joshua, Koshy, and Abraham 2012:38). 

Although the standard procedure is to develop hometown tests (HTTs) in each test point, this procedure 
was not strictly followed during this survey. The decision to do this was based on the reported closeness 
of Mewati varieties spoken in different districts. Without developing separate HTTs in Akera, Bhisambra, 
and Udaka, the Chirkana Mewati ‘Well story’ RTT was tested among Mewati speakers in those villages. 

2.2.3 Site selection 

The Mewati RTT from Chirkana village, Alwar district, Rajasthan was administered to Mewati-speaking 
subjects in three locations: Akera village, Gurgaon district, Haryana; Bhisambra village, Mathura district, 
Uttar Pradesh; and Udaka village, Bharatpur district, Rajasthan. 

These were selected as the test sites because the researchers considered these villages as representing the 
periphery of the Mewati language area, and it seemed likely that if people on the periphery understood 
the story adequately, then people within the periphery probably could understand it as well. 

2.2.4 Results and analysis 

RTT results 

Table 3 shows the Mewati RTT results, including the original HTT results among Chirkana subjects 
(Samuvel, Joshua, Koshy, and Abraham 2012:38). 
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Table 3. Mewati RTT results 

Chirkana Mewati ‘Well Story’ 
Chirkana village, 
Alwar district, 
Rajasthan 

avg 
sd 
n 

97 
5 
11 

Akera village, 
Gurgaon district,  

Haryana 

avg 
sd 
n 

96 
6 
12 

Bhisambra village, 
Mathura district, 
Uttar Pradesh 

avg 
sd 
n 

94 
6 
12 

Udaka village,  
Bharatpur district, 

Rajasthan 

avg 
sd 
n 

91 
6 
12 

 

In interpreting the RTT results, three pieces of information are needed. The first is average percentage 
(shown as ‘avg’ in table 3), which is the mean or average of all the participants’ individual scores on a 
particular story at a particular test site. Also necessary is a measure of how much individuals’ scores vary 
from the community average, called standard deviation (shown as ‘sd’ in table 3). The third important 
piece of information is the size of the sample, that is, the number of people that were tested (shown as 
‘n’ in Table 3). In addition, to be as representative as possible, a sample should include people from 
significant demographic categories, such as male and female, younger and older, and educated and 
uneducated subjects. 

The relationship between test averages and their standard deviation has been summarised by Blair 
(1990:25) and is shown in table 4. 

Table 4. Relationship between test averages and standard deviation (SD) 

Standard Deviation  
High Low 

High Situation 1 
Many people understand the 
story well, but some have 

difficulty. 

Situation 2 
Most people understand the 

story. 

 
Average 
Score 

Low Situation 3 
Many people cannot 

understand the story, but a 
few are able to answer 

correctly. 

Situation 4 
Few people are able to 
understand the story. 

 

Since the results of field-administered methods, such as RTT, cannot be completely isolated from 
potential bias, O’Leary (1994) recommends that the results of RTTs not be interpreted in terms of fixed 
numerical thresholds, but rather be evaluated in the light of other indicators of intelligibility, such as 
lexical similarity, dialect opinions, and reported patterns of contact and communication. In general, 
however, RTT mean scores of around 80 per cent or higher with accompanying low standard deviations 
(usually 10 and below; high standard deviations are about 15 and above) may be taken to indicate that 
representatives of the test point dialect display adequate understanding of the speech variety represented 
by the recording. Conversely, RTT means below around 60 per cent are interpreted to indicate 
inadequate comprehension. 
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The high average scores (91 to 96 per cent) and low standard deviations (6) for subjects in Akera, 
Bhisambra, and Udaka indicate that most people understood the Mewati text well. These scores were 
almost as high as the original HTT score in Chirkana. 

Pure Mewati was previously reported to be centered in Alwar district, Rajasthan (Samuvel, Joshua, 
Koshy, and Abraham 2012:38). Through an informal interview on this survey, it was reported that pure 
Mewati is also spoken in the Nuh area of Gurgaon district in Haryana. It is only about 40 kilometres 
from Chirkana, where the RTT story was collected, to the the Nuh area, where Akera is located. 

The LUAV questionnaire included a question about where the pure form of Mewati is spoken. One-third 
of the subjects said that pure Mewati is spoken in Gurgaon district of Haryana and another one-third said 
Alwar district of Rajasthan. The rest of the subjects named their own districts as the place where pure 
Mewati is spoken. 

Post-RTT results 

Post-RTT questions provided further insights into the perceptions and attitudes of the subjects who 
listened to the Mewati text. The responses to these questions are summarised in table 5. 

Table 5. Post-RTT questionnaire responses 

Question Response % of response 
In what language do you think the story was told? Mewati 100% 

Is the speech good? Yes 100% 

Is the speech pure? Yes 94% 

How much of the story did you understand? Full 100% 
 

Except for the third question (‘Is the speech pure?’), the responses of all the subjects were same. For the 
third question on purity, three subjects (six per cent) felt that the story was not pure and was mixed with 
a different variety of Mewati than their own. They reported that some of the words and pronunciations 
were different from theirs. 

3. Language use, attitudes, and vitality 

3.1 Introduction 

A study of language use patterns attempts to describe which languages or speech varieties members of a 
community use in different social situations. These situations, called domains, are contexts in which the 
use of one language variety is considered more appropriate than another (Fasold 1984:183). A study of 
language attitudes generally attempts to describe people’s feelings and preferences for their own 
language and other speech varieties around them, and what value they place on these languages. 
Ultimately these views, whether explicit or unexpressed, will influence the results of efforts towards 
literacy and the acceptability of literature development. Language vitality refers to the overall strength 
of a language, its perceived usefulness in a wide variety of situations, and its likelihood of enduring 
through the coming generations. Many variables have been said to contribute to vitality, such as patterns 
of language use and attitudes, bilingual proficiency, interest of mother tongue speakers in language 
development, and the social status of the language. 

The main research tool used in this study was a Language Use, Attitudes, and Vitality (LUAV) 
questionnaire consisting of 23 questions. It was presented to a sample of the total Mewati-speaking 
population. The questionnaire was written in English and translated into Hindi. The researchers used 
Hindi in interviewing subjects; occasionally local people helped the researchers interview in Mewati 
those who could not understand Hindi well. The responses were translated and written down in English. 
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At the end of the survey, the results were tallied and analysed, enabling the researchers to draw 
conclusions about patterns of language use and language attitudes among the Mewati community, as 
well as about interest in language development. 

3.2 Questionnaire sample 

The LUAV questionnaire was administered to a total of fifty subjects in four villages. Subjects in Hathiya, 
Goyla, and Gulpeda were interviewed for this project. The responses of Mewati subjects from Karauli 
village to the same questionnaire during the Rajasthani overview survey (Samuvel, Joshua, Koshy, and 
Abraham 2012) are also included in this analysis. Table 6 lists the sites where the questionnaires were 
completed. 

Table 6. Questionnaire sites 

State District Village Number of subjects 

Haryana Gurgaon Goyla 10 

Uttar Pradesh Mathura Hathiya 9 

Rajasthan Bharatpur Gulpeda 16 

Rajasthan Alwar Karauli 15 
 

Table 7 shows the distribution of the questionnaire subjects according to the demographic variables of 
sex, age, and education. For the purposes of this research, the education and age categories were defined 
as follows: educated = 5th standard and above, uneducated = 0 to 4th standard; younger = age 17 to 35, 
older = age 36 and above. 

Table 7. Sample distribution of questionnaire subjects 

Sex Age  Uneducated  Educated Total 
Younger 7 16 23 Male 

38 Older 10 5 15 

Younger 2 4 6 

Older 5 1 6 

Female 
12 

Total 24 26 50 
 

Although education levels are increasing among the younger generation of Mewati speakers, the sample 
is still somewhat skewed towards younger, educated subjects. 

3.3 Language use 

The language use questions drew out the various languages that people reportedly choose to speak in 
selected domains. Table 8 summarises those responses. The results are shown indicating the per centage 
of subjects (out of a total of fifty subjects) who gave a particular response. Categories of answers are 
separated into Mewati, Hindi, M&H (Mewati and Hindi), and Other (a language other than Hindi; such 
as Urdu, Arabic, or Sanskrit). 
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Table 8. Domains of language use 

Domains Mewati Hindi M&H Other 
In the home  92% 4% 4%  

In the village  100% - -  

In the market 62% 16% 22%  

With neighbouring villagers 72% 26% 2%  

With government officials 36% 36% 26% 2% 

Religious 52% 14 % 6% 28% 

In school 48% 16% 30% 6% 

Children, while they play 92% 2% 2% 4% 
 
The reported use of Mewati in many domains is quite high. Except for a few subjects, almost everyone said 
they use Mewati in the domains of home, village, and children’s interactions during games. Only a small 
portion said they use Hindi in the market domain, which might be the place where non-Mewati speakers also 
come. Less than one-fourth of the total subjects reported that they use Hindi with neighbouring villagers. It is 
somewhat surprising to see that about one-third of the subjects reported using Mewati to interact with 
government officials, even though the official state language is Hindi. Half of the subjects said they use 
Mewati for religious purposes, although many of them are Muslim and the language of their religion is 
Arabic. Mewati is also reportedly used by nearly half of the subjects in school. Even though Hindi is the 
official medium of education, only 16 per cent of the subjects said that they use Hindi exclusively in school. 

3.4 Language attitudes 

The responses to all language attitude questions but one are shown in figure 1. Percentages are those 
that responded affirmatively to the questions. The question, ‘Would you allow your son or daughter to 
marry someone who does not know your language?’ is analysed separately afterwards. 

 
Figure 1. Responses to languate attitude questions (M = Mewati, H = Hindi, U = Urdu) 
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The responses to most of the language attitude questions are quite positive towards Mewati. Almost all of 
the subjects reported that younger people feel good about Mewati and speak it as well as the older 
people do, Mewati is the best language for a mother to use to talk to her child, and Mewati is better than 
other languages. A little more than three-fourths of the subjects reported that the older people would feel 
bad if the younger people did not speak Mewati, children should learn Mewati first, and people would 
like their children to read and write in Mewati. Approximately three-fourths of the subjects felt that the 
next generation would continue to use Mewati. Half of the subjects reported that Mewati is their 
favourite language and they would not be happy if their child spoke only Hindi or Urdu. 

When asked whether they would allow their son or daughter to marry someone who did not know their 
language, two thirds (64 per cent) of the subjects said they would allow it. Among these subjects, 16 per 
cent further explained that they would not  mind giving their child in marriage if the other party knew 
Hindi, and 22 per cent reported that they would allow it only if the alliance were from the Muslim 
community. One third (34 per cent) of the subjects said that they would not let their children marry non-
Mewati speakers. The remaining two per cent did not respond. 

3.5 Language development 

The majority of the people who were ‘uneducated’ were non-responsive to the questions in this category 
because the questions were more relevant for those who were ‘educated’. Among those who responded, 
many sounded positive about developing Mewati and a good number of people offered their help in 
different ways. When answering the question about what kind of books they would prefer to read in 
their language, the majority of the people reported that they would like to have religious literature in 
Mewati. Others reported that they would prefer agricultural books in their mother tongue. Of the total 
responsive subjects, 58 per cent answered that they had good access to literature and they would be very 
happy if it were in the Mewati language. More than half of the subjects responded positively, saying they 
would like to have a newspaper in their mother tongue. When the researchers asked, ‘If someone  
wanted to teach people how to read and write in your language, would you help them?’, 74 per cent of 
the respondents answered that they would help in a literacy programme. 

4. Bilingualism 

4.1 Introduction 

Bilingualism is the ability to speak and understand a language other than one’s mother tongue. A second 
language may be acquired formally, in school, or informally through other types of contact with speakers 
of the language. Bilingual ability is not evenly distributed among a population. Second language ability 
varies on an individual basis, and is closely related to demographic factors such as education, gender, 
age, and amount of travel. Blair (1990:51) points out, ‘It is important to avoid characterizing an entire 
community as though such ability were uniformly distributed. It is more accurate to describe how 
bilingualism is distributed throughout the community.’ 

Hindi is the national language of India and a lingua franca throughout north India. It is also the official 
language of some states in north India. People like Hindi because of its prestige. They generally say, ‘If 
you know Hindi, you can go anywhere in India.’ There is a great amount of literature available in Hindi. 
The media in India are also dominated by the use of Hindi. Hindi can be heard almost round the clock 
through radio broadcasts and television channels. It is the state language and the official medium of 
instruction in schools in Rajasthan, Haryana, and Uttar Pradesh. The main method used to gauge 
bilingualism in Hindi in this study was the Hindi Sentence Repetition Test (SRT). A few questions 
regarding people’s self-reported ability in Hindi were also asked. 
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4.2 Tested levels of bilingualism in Hindi 

4.2.1 Sentence Repetition Testing (SRT) procedures 

The Hindi SRT (developed by Varenkamp in 1991) consists of fifteen sentences recorded in Hindi, 
preceded by three practice sentences.8 The SRT is designed for large-scale assessment of community 
bilingual proficiency in Hindi; it is not designed for an in-depth analysis of one person’s strengths or 
weaknesses in the second language. It does not measure reading and writing ability in the second 
language. 

The Hindi SRT was conducted among a sample of subjects representing the Mewati-speaking community. 
After individual subjects had listened to each sentence, they repeated the sentence in Hindi to the best of 
their ability. The test administrator noted deviations on a score sheet. The subjects’ responses were 
recorded and rechecked later to ensure accurate scoring. 

The SRT results are expressed as a point total out of the maximum 45 points. They are also expressed as 
an equivalent bilingual proficiency level called the Reported Proficiency Evaluation (RPE). The RPE 
levels range from 0+ (very minimal proficiency) to 4+ (approaching the proficiency level of a native 
speaker). Table 9 shows the Hindi SRT score ranges with corresponding RPE levels and proficiency 
descriptions (Varenkamp 1991:9, Radloff 1991:152). 

Table 9. Hindi SRT score ranges with corresponding RPE levels 

Hindi SRT score  
(out of 45) 

RPE level Proficiency description 

44 - 45 4+ Near native speaker 

38 - 43 4 Excellent proficiency 

32 - 37 3+ Very good, general proficiency 

26 - 31 3 Good, general proficiency 

20 - 25 2+ Good, basic proficiency 

14 - 19 2 Adequate, basic proficiency 

08 - 13 1+ Limited, basic proficiency 

04 - 07 1 Minimal, limited proficiency 

00 - 03 0+ Very minimal proficiency 
 

Hatfield et. al. (2007:3) note that:  

Development of a Sentence Repetition Test (SRT) (Radloff 1991) has 
resulted in wide employment of this efficient technique for estimating 
the bilingual proficiency profile of an entire community. The accepted 
standard is the Oral Proficiency Interview as developed by the U.S. 
Foreign Service Institute. The Second Language Oral Proficiency 
Evaluation (SLOPE) was adapted from it by SIL (1987) to be used in 
preliterate societies. 

Although the RPE uses the same numerical system as the Foreign Service Institute (FSI), the Interagency 
Language Roundtable (ILR), and SLOPE, it is not identical. Reviews of SRT studies (Hatfield et. al. 2007) 

                                              
8Due to problems with the quality of the test tape, the Hindi SRT was re-recorded on 3rd April 2000 with a mother 
tongue speaker of Hindi. Care was taken in order to have the same intonation, sound and flow of the sentences as on 
the original test tape. However, since the selected speaker had difficulty in understanding the original introduction, 
it was modified for the new recording. 
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have shown that there is not a strict correlation between RPE and these measures of bilingual 
proficiency. This must be remembered when analysing and interpreting SRT results. 

4.2.2 Variables and sampling for SRT 

There are two components of any bilingualism study. The first is to identify the independent variables, 
the social characteristics that correlate with bilingualism, and their distribution throughout the 
community. The variables deemed most likely to influence bilingualism in this study were education, 
age, and gender. The researchers determined to investigate the variances between subjects from these 
subgroups: educated (5th standard and above) and uneducated (0 to 4th standard); younger (age 16 to 35) 
and older (age 36 and above); male and female. 

The Hindi SRT was conducted in two Mewati villages of Rajasthan. Care was taken when administering 
the SRT to attempt to include subjects from each cell of the matrix that resulted from the selection of 
these variables. However, in some instances this was not possible. It was difficult to find older, educated 
females, and in some cases, female and uneducated subjects were unwilling to take the test because of 
their professed inability in Hindi. 

4.2.3 Demographic profiles of the SRT sites 

Suheta 

This village is situated in Mandwar tehsil in Alwar district. It is approximately 12 kilometres away from 
the Alwar district headquarters, where Hindi is widely spoken, and it is one kilometre away from the 
main road. Other than Mewati-speaking Meo, Punjabis and Hindus are also found in this village. 
According to the 1991 census, there were 1,171 people above six years old living in this village. There 
were only 424 literates, so the literacy level was 36 per cent. 

Bilang 

This village is in Kaman tehsil in Bharatpur district. It is ten kilometres away from Kaman, which is the 
tehsil headquarters. According to the 1991 census, there were 2,418 people above six years old living in 
this village. There were only 913 literates, so the literacy level was 38 per cent. 

4.2.4 Results and analysis 

The Hindi SRT was conducted among a total of 89 subjects, 44 subjects from Suheta and 45 from Bilang. 
Results were combined since the scores were similar in both villages. Table 10 shows the numbers of 
subjects, in various demographic categories, who scored according to the broad groupings of RPE levels. 
The key for the abbreviations used in these tables is: n = number of subjects, avg =average score, RPE 
= RPE level, sd = standard deviation. 
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Table 10. Hindi SRT results in Suheta and Bilang combined 

Uneducated Educated  
Younger Older Younger Older 

Total 

 
Male 

avg 
RPE 
sd 
n 

29 
3 
7 
14 

27 
3 
8 
12 

35 
3+ 
5 
29 

38 
4 
4 
7 

32 
3+ 
7 
62 

 
Female 

avg 
RPE 
sd 
n 

23 
2+ 
6 
13 

20 
2+ 
8 
10 

31 
3 
4 
3 

29 
3 
0 
1 

23 
2+ 
7 
27 

 
Total 

avg 
RPE 
sd 
n 

25 
2+ 
8 
49 

35 
3+ 
5 
40 

29 
3 
8 
89 

 

Based on these Hindi SRT results, education appears to be the main variable that affects the bilingual 
ability of Mewati speakers. While the uneducated subjects scored an average of 25 (equivalent to RPE 
level 2+), the average score of the educated rose to 35 (RPE level 3+). The difference of average scores 
between males and females was also notable: 32 (RPE level 3+) for males and 23 (RPE level 2+) for 
females. The lower levels of education among females might be the reason for this difference. Another 
reason the scores of males are higher is because there was a higher proportion of male subjects who were 
educated than among the females. Hindi is the medium used in most educational institutions in the 
Mewat region, although Mewati is also used in some schools in interior villages, where pupils may not 
easily understand Hindi. Subsequently, those who have access to education, particularly males, 
inevitably become more bilingual in Hindi than females who have not had the same opportunities for 
education. As mentioned in section 1.3, the Meo girls are generally allowed only religious education at 
the mosque (provided in Arabic) and denied general education (provided in Hindi). This might be one 
reason for the lower bilingualism levels among the female segment of the sample. As far as a difference 
in SRT scores between the younger and older subjects, this is not considerable; the younger scored an 
average of 31, and the older 27; both of these scores are equivalent to RPE level 3. 

Following UNESCO, the Census of India defined literate persons as those who can read and write ‘with 
understanding’ (Ahuja 2003:265). The researchers took the demarcation point between ‘educated’ and 
‘uneducated’ as schooling at least up to 5th standard. This is potentially the level at which one could 
learn to read and write ‘with understanding’. The average score of the educated subjects was 35, which 
is equivalent to RPE level 3+, a level generally believed to be the minimum required for a person to 
understand complex materials in a second language. The demographic details of Bilang and Suheta 
villages show that only a little more than one-third of their populations fall into the category of literate. 
With the subjects from these villages being considered fairly representative of Mewati speakers (many of 
whom live in rural to semi-rural settings), we may estimate that a majority of Mewati speakers, 
especially the uneducated, are likely to have Hindi proficiency levels below RPE level 3+. 

4.3 Self-reported and observed bilingualism in Hindi 

A few questions were asked to assess self-reported bilingual proficiency among Mewati speakers. A good 
number of the subjects reported that they were bilingual or even multilingual. When they were asked 
how many languages they could speak, a little more than half of the subjects (56 per cent) reported that 
they spoke two languages. One-third of the subjects described themselves as multilingual, able to handle 
Urdu, Arabic, and other neighbouring languages, besides Hindi and Mewati. Only eight per cent of the 
subjects reported themselves as monolingual, speaking only Mewati. 
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When asked, ‘How did you learn Hindi?’ less than half of the subjects said that they learned Hindi 
through interacting with other Hindi speakers, whereas one-third of the subjects reported that they 
learned Hindi through formal schooling and the rest of them said that they learned it at home. 

More than half of the subjects said they understand the Hindi news on the television or radio fully. 
Almost all of the subjects said there were only a few people in their village who spoke only Hindi or 
Urdu. The researchers observed that people with limited bilingual proficiency were unwilling to come 
forward for the Hindi SRT. 

5. Summary of findings and recommendations 

5.1 Summary of findings 

5.1.1 Dialect situation 

The conclusions of the researchers on the Mewati dialect situation are as follows: 

• The lexical similarity results do not show any significant differences among Mewati varieties studied; 
Mewati also shows high lexical similarities with Ahirwadi and Hindi. 

• The RTT results show good potential for the variety of Mewati spoken in Alwar district (Rajasthan) to be 
well understood in the districts of Gurgaon (Haryana), Mathura (Uttar Pradesh), and Bharatpur (Rajasthan). 

• The Alwar speech sample was perceived as a pure form of Mewati by most, though not all, RTT 
subjects. The opinions expressed about dialect purity by language vitality questionnaire subjects 
were somewhat divided between Alwar district and Gurgaon district. 

5.1.2 Language use, attitudes, and vitality 

The vitality of Mewati appears to be strong, based on the following findings: 

• The speakers of Mewati, as represented in this sample, seem to hold a positive attitude toward their 
mother tongue. 

• Subjects reported use of Mewati in the key domains of home, village, and religion. 
• A considerable number of Mewati-speaking subjects expressed interest in vernacular language 
development. 

5.1.3 Bilingualism 

Many subjects reported that they could understand most of what they hear in Hindi programmes. 
However, Hindi SRT results among 89 Mewati-speaking subjects in two locations indicated that a 
majority of Mewati speakers, especially the uneducated, are probably not bilingual enough in Hindi to be 
able to use complex written materials in that language. 

5.2 Recommendations 

A Mewati language development programme is recommended since the language vitality is strong and 
bilingual proficiency in Hindi is probably inadequate among a majority of Mewati speakers. This 
programme could initially be based in the Alwar district of Rajasthan; ongoing assessment of 
intelligibility and attitudes will be needed as materials are developed. 

Even with increasing opportunities for Hindi medium education, it is likely that over half of the population 
of Mewati speakers may be illiterate. Therefore a vernacular literacy programme will also be necessary. In 
addition, as Mewati speakers expressed interest in radio and television programmes in their mother tongue, 
it is worthwhile to consider producing audio and video materials as well as written materials.
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Appendix A. Maps 

Map 1. States where Mewati is spoken 
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Map 2. Districts where Mewati is spoken 
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Appendix B. Wordlists 

Lexical similarity counting procedures9 

A standardised list of 210 vocabulary items was collected from speakers at key locations for each of the 
language varieties studied in this survey. In standard procedure, the 210 words are elicited from a person 
who has grown up in the target locality. Ideally, the list is then collected a second time from another 
speaker. Any differences in responses are examined in order to identify (1) inaccurate responses due to 
misunderstanding of the elicitation cue, (2) loan words offered in response to the language of elicitation 
when indigenous terms are actually still in use, and (3) terms that are simply at different places along 
the generic-specific lexical scale. Normally, a single term is recorded for each item of the wordlist. 
However, more than one term is recorded for a single item when synonymous terms are apparently in 
general use or when more than one specific term occupies the semantic area of a more generic item on 
the wordlist. 

The wordlists are compared to determine the extent to which the vocabulary of each pair of speech 
forms is similar. No attempt is made to identify genuine cognates based on a network of sound 
correspondences. Rather, two items are judged to be phonetically similar if at least half of the segments 
compared are the same (category 1), and of the remaining segments at least half are rather similar 
(category 2). For example, if two items of eight segments in length are compared, these words are judged 
to be similar if at least four segments are virtually the same and at least two more are rather similar. The 
criteria applied are as follows: 

Category 1 
Contoid (consonant-like) segments that match exactly 
Vocoid (vowel-like) segments that match exactly or differ by only one articulatory feature 
Phonetically similar segments (of the sort that are frequently found as allophones) that are seen 

to correspond in at least three pairs of words 
Category 2 

All other phonetically similar non-vocalic pairs of segments that are not supported by at least 
three pairs of words 

Vowels that differ by two or more articulatory features 
Category 3 

Pairs of segments that are not phonetically similar 
A segment that is matched by no segment in the corresponding item and position 

Blair (1990:32) writes, ‘In contextualizing these rules to specific surveys in South Asia, the following 
differences between two items are ignored: (a) interconsonantal [ə], (b) word initial, word final, or 
intervocalic [h, ɦ], (c) any deletion which is shown to be the result of a regularly occurring process in a 
specific environment.’ 

The following table summarises lower threshold limits for considering words of a specified length 
(number of segments or phones) as phonetically similar: 

                                              
9This description of lexical similarity counting procedures is partially adapted from that found in Appendix A of 
O’Leary (1992). 
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Word length Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 
2 2 0 0 

3 2 1 0 

4 2 1 1 

5 3 1 1 

6 3 2 1 

7 4 2 1 

8 4 2 2 

9 5 2 2 

10 5 3 2 

11 6 3 2 

12 6 3 3 
 
Some modifications to the lexical similarity grouping procedures summarised in Blair were applied to the 
wordlists compared in this study. The need for this came about for several reasons. First, the wordlists 
were often not checked with a second mother tongue speaker of each speech variety. Second, the 
wordlists could not always be consistently elicited. In addition, the field workers’ phonetic transcription 
ability varied with skill, experience and their own language background. 

Modifications to the lexical similarity grouping procedures 

1. As seen in the previous table, two words with two segments each must have both segments in category 
1 to be considered similar. Since the rationale for the distribution is that at least half of the segments 
compared should be category 1, this principle was applied to two-segment words so that a distribution of 
1–1–0 was considered similar. 

2. Additional comparisons considered as category 1: aspirated and unaspirated sounds, lengthened and 
non-lengthened sounds, nasalised and non-nasalised vowels, nasalised vowels and nasal consonants. 

3. Root-based groupings: Wordlists were not always consistently elicited. In some cases, generic terms 
appear to have been given, while in other cases, more specific terms have been given. Also, verb forms 
were not elicited consistently with regard to person or tense. Because of these factors, it was often 
necessary to group words based on what appears to be a common root morpheme, rather than based on 
words as a whole. This applied to the following glosses: 13, 15, 16, 40, 42, 45, 58, 73, 79, 81, 86, 89, 90, 
106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 121, 124, 145, 148, 169, 170, 171, 178, 182, 196, and 199. 

4. Loose consonantal groupings: The researchers eliciting the words may hear and transcribe the sounds 
slightly differently and probably with increasing ability to distinguish similar sounds as they gain 
experience. Thus, some consonant correspondences have been liberally grouped as similar. Those 
considered category 1 include: 

[ɖ] and [ɽ]  [i] and [j]  [p] and [b]  [f] and [ph] 
[b], [v] and [ʋ]  [ʋ], [v], and [w] 

 
5. Metathesis: In the case of metathesis, words were grouped as similar. 

After pairs of items on two wordlists had been determined to be phonetically similar or dissimilar 
according to the criteria stated above, the percentage of items judged similar was calculated. This 
procedure was repeated for all linguistic varieties under consideration in the survey. The pair by pair 
counting procedure was greatly facilitated by use of the WordSurv computer program. It should noted 
that the wordlist entries are field transcriptions and have not undergone through phonological and 
grammatical analysis. 
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Two glosses (number 23 ‘urine’ and number 24 ‘faeces’) were disqualified and removed from the 
wordlist transcriptions that follow. These words were considered inappropriate in most elicitation 
situations. 

Symbols used for wordlists in the wordlist transcriptions 

Symbol Language Village Tehsil District State 

G Mewati Goyla Thaudu Gurgaon Haryana 

T Mewati Akera Nuh Gurgaon Haryana 

H Mewati Hathiya Chatta Mathura Uttar Pradesh 

U Mewati Udaka Kaman Bharatpur Rajasthan 

S Mewati Gulpeda Nagar Bharatpur Rajasthan 

J Mewati Jakhopur Thijara Alwar Rajasthan 

Q Mewati Chirkana Alwar Alwar Rajasthan 

A Ahirwadi Jhambaus Thaudu Gurgaon Haryana 

h Hindi (Standard)     

 

 



 

 

Wordlist transcriptions

1. body 

bɐdɐ̪n   [QSTU] 
ɕɐɾiɾ   [AGHJQSU] 
ʃəɾiɾ   [h] 
sɐɾiɾ   [T] 
dɛ̪h    [G] 
ɐŋg    [H] 
 

2. head 
muɳɖ   [GHJSTU] 
sɪɾ    [Ah] 
ʈɛɳ̃ʈ   [S] 
ʈẽʈ    [Q] 
ʈẽʈi    [HU] 
 

3. hair 
bal    [h] 
baɭ    [AGHJQSTU] 
 

4. face 
sɐkɐl   [S] 
mʊkh   [h] 
mũh   [GHJQSTUh] 
tʃɛhəɾa   [ATh] 
 

5. eye 
akh    [Q] 
ãkh    [AGHJSTUh] 
mʊkh   [h] 
 

6. ear 
kan    [AGHJQSTUh] 
 

7. nose 
nak    [AGJQSTh] 
nakh   [HU] 
 

8. mouth 
mu    [J] 
mũh   [AGHJQSTUh] 
mɐɳɖa   [ST] 
 

9. tooth 
d̪an̪t ̪   [QS] 
d̪ati̪   [AH] 
d̪ãt ̪    [GJTUh] 

10. tongue 
dʒib   [AGJQTU] 
dʒibɦ   [Sh] 
dʒiv   [HJ] 
 

11. breast 
siɳa   [HQT] 
sina   [S] 
sinɐ   [U] 
tʃɐti̪   [U] 
tʃati̪   [AGh] 
tʃhati̪   [J] 
 

12. belly 
pɛʈ    [HJh] 
peʈ    [AQSTU] 
piɛʈ   [S] 
pieʈ   [GJ] 
pijet   [U] 
 

13. arm 
badʒu   [AQS] 
bɦudʒa   [S] 
bahã   [AJ] 
bãːh   [HU] 
bãh   [GTh] 
hat ̪h   [Th] 
 

14. elbow 
kɔhɐɳi   [S] 
kɔhɳi   [T] 
kɔhuɳi   [H] 
kohəɳi   [J] 
kohəni   [h] 
kuhni   [T] 
kuhuɳi   [AGJQU] 
 

15. palm 
hɐt ̪h   [Q] 
hɐt ̪heɭi   [AGHJQSTU] 
hɐt ̪heli   [h] 
 

16. finger 
ɐg̃ʊli   [h] 
aɳgɭi   [GHJ] 
aŋgɐɭi   [S] 
aŋgəɭi   [JQSTU] 
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uŋgɭi   [A] 
uŋglija   [T] 
 

17. fingernail 
nɐkh   [h] 
nɐkhun   [h] 
nɐhu   [GJ] 
nɔhɔ   [AJS] 
nuhu   [TU] 
nũh   [HQT] 
 

18. leg 
pɐjɾ   [h] 
pɛr    [S] 
pəiɾ   [Uh] 
peɾ    [HT] 
ʈaŋg   [AGHJQSTU] 
ʈãg    [h] 
pãʋ    [GQST] 
 

19. skin 
khal   [AGHJQSTU] 
pɛr    [S] 
tʃəməɖa  [h] 
 

20. bone 
haɖ   [JQ] 
haɖi   [H] 
haɽ    [S] 
hɐɖɖi   [AGU] 
hɐddi   [J] 
haɖɖi   [T] 
haɖi   [H] 
həɖɖi   [h] 
 

21. heart 
di̪l   [AGHJQSTU] 
hɾidə̪i   [h] 
kaɭedʒa   [H] 
guɖda̪   [S] 
gud̪d̪a   [S] 
 

22. blood 
khun   [AGHJQSTUh] 
ɾɐktɾ̪ə   [h] 
suɾki   [Q] 
 

25. village 
gam   [HJST] 
gaũ   [AQUh] 
gãʋ   [GST] 
 

26. house 
gɦɐɾ   [AHQSTUh] 
gɦɐre   [GJ] 
mɐkan   [ST] 
məkan   [h] 

27. roof 
tʃɐt ̪   [GQT] 
tʃhɐt ̪   [JT] 
tʃhat ̪   [HSU] 
tʃhət ̪   [Ah] 
tʃhan   [T] 
 

28. door 
bɐiɳa   [T] 
bajɳa   [J] 
kɛmar   [S] 
keʋaɽ   [S] 
dʒoɖi   [JT] 
də̪ɾʋaza  [HUh] 
barnɔ   [A] 
keʋaɽ   [S] 
kiʋaɖ   [GHQTU] 
 

29. firewood 
in̪d̪ɐɳɨ   [AHT] 
in̪d̪hɐɳ   [GHJQ] 
lɐkɨɽi   [S] 
lɐkɖɨ   [JU] 
lɐkəɖi   [TU] 
lɐkkɐɽ   [S] 
ləkəɖi   [Qh] 
feɖa   [G] 
 

30. broom 
bɦaɾi   [S] 
bɔhaɾi   [AS] 
buhaɾi   [GHJQTU] 
dʒɦaɖu   [h] 
 

31. mortar 
khəɾəl   [h] 
okhɐɭi   [S] 
okhɛɭi   [G] 
okhəli   [Jh] 
okhɭi   [HJQTU] 
ukhɔɭi   [A] 
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32. pestle 
lõɖɦa   [h] 
musɐɭ   [AGHJQSU] 
musɐɭɨ   [T] 
musɐɽ   [S] 
musəi   [h] 
 

33. hammer 
gɦən   [h] 
hɐt ̪hɔɖɔ  [U] 
hɐt ̪hoɖa [GQ] 
hɐt ̪hoɖi   [HJQT] 
hɐt ̪hoɽi   [S] 
hət ̪hoɖi   [Ah] 
dʒɦumɾa (big) [T] 
 

34. knife 
tʃɐkku   [GHJQTU] 
tʃaku   [ASh] 
tʃhuɾi   [S] 
tʃʊɾi   [Qh] 
 

35. axe 
kʊlhaɖi  [h] 
kʊɾhaɖi  [GQTU] 
kʊɾɦaɽi   [S] 
kuɾɦaɖi   [AHJ] 
ʈaɲtʃia   [S] 
tʃãʈja (small) [T] 
 

36. rope 
ledʒu   [S] 
nedʒɦu   [T] 
nedʒu   [GHJQSTU] 
ɾəssi   [Ah] 
dʒeuɖi   [J] 
 

37. thread 
d̪ɦaga   [ATh] 
ta̪ga   [GHJSTU] 
ta̪gɔ   [AQ] 
sut ̪    [h] 
ɖoɾa   [Sh] 
 

38. needle 
sʊi    [AHh] 
sʊĩ    [GJSU] 
sʊj̃ɪ    [T] 
sui    [Q] 
 

39. cloth 
kɐpəɽa   [Q] 
kəpəɖa   [Th] 
lɐkta̪   [AGHJTU] 
lɐtt̪a̪   [S] 
 

40. ring 
ɐg̃uʈhi   [h] 
aŋɠuʈhi   [AT] 
guʈi   [Q] 
gũʈhi   [AGHJSTU] 
gũʈi   [ST] 
mʊd̃ə̪ɾi   [h] 
 

41. sun 
suɾɐdʒ   [GHJQSTU] 
suɾədʒ   [Ah] 

42. moon 
tʃɐn̪d̪a   [GHS] 
tʃan̪d̪   [GJSTU] 
tʃan̪d̪ɨ   [T] 
tʃan̪d̪ini  [S] 
tʃãd ̪  [Ah] 
tʃəndɾ̪əma  [Qh] 
 

43. sky 
akas   [S] 
akaʃ   [Qh] 
asman   [AGHJQSTU] 
ɐmbɐr   [G] 
 

44. star 
ta̪ɾa   [AJQSUh] 
ta̪ɾa̪   [H] 
ta̪ɾi̪    [GHTU] 
 

45. rain 
mah   [S] 
majah   [S] 
mɛhe   [AJ] 
meha   [Q] 
mija   [T] 
mije   [GHJQU] 
mijeh   [H] 
bɐɾsat ̪   [T] 
baɾiʃ   [A] 
bəɾəʂ   [h] 
wəɾʂa   [h] 
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46. water 
dʒəl   [h] 
paɳi   [AGHJQSTU] 
pani   [h] 
 

47. river 
nɐdi̪   [TU] 
nɐn̪di̪   [AGHJQ] 
nədi̪   [h] 
nɛhɐɾ   [T] 
nɛhɛɾ   [S] 
naɭa   [U] 
 

48. cloud 
bad̪ɐl   [Q] 
bad̪ɐɭ   [AGJTU] 
bad̪ɐɭ ̆   [HS] 
bad̪əl   [h] 
ghaʈa   [T] 
 

49. lightning 
bɪdʒəli   [Ah] 
bɪdʒɭi   [Q] 
bidʒɨɭi   [GHJU] 
bidʒɐɭĭ   [S] 
bidʒɭi   [GT] 
 

50. rainbow 
d̪ɦɐnʊʃ   [HJTU] 
d̪ɦɐnus   [S] 
niɾkɐmaɳ  [T] 
te̪ɾkɐmaɳ  [T] 
ti̪ɾkɐmaɳ  [GJ] 
ɪndɾ̪ad̪ɦənuʂ  [AQh] 
 

51. wind 
hɐʋai   [J] 
hɐva   [GHJ] 
haʋa   [GSTU] 
həʋa   [Ah] 
pɔn    [QS] 
 

52. stone 
pɐt ̪hɐɾ   [QT] 
pətt̪ ̪həɾ   [Ah] 
phɐtɐ̪ɾ   [GTU] 
phɐtt̪ɐ̪ɾ   [GHJS] 
baʈa   [A] 
ʈoɭa (small) [T] 
 

53. path 
dɐ̪gɐdɔ   [GJQ] 
dɐ̪gɐɽa   [S] 
dɐ̪gɖa   [H] 
dɐ̪gəɖa   [T] 
dɐ̪giɖa   [U] 
gɛjel   [S] 
geil    [J] 
ɾasta̪   [h] 
rahi   [A] 
saɖɐk   [T] 
geil    [J] 
gel    [JT] 
 

54 sand 
bɐdʒəɾi  [Q] 
baɭu   [HSU] 
balu   [h] 
bɦuɖ   [GJ] 
ɾɛt ̪    [ASU] 
ɾɛti̪    [h] 
ɾetɐ̪  [T] 
ɾetɔ̪    [HQ] 
ɾe̪t ̪    [T] 
 

55. fire 
aːg    [T] 
ag    [AQh] 
ãdʒ    [T] 
ãdʒɨ   [GHJU] 
ãtʃ    [S] 
 

56. smoke 
d̪ɦuã   [AGHJQSTUh] 
 

57. ash 
ɾakh    [AGHJQSTUh] 
 

58. mud 
kitʃ    [HQ] 
kitʃəɖ   [Ah] 
kĩtʃ    [GJSU] 
kĩtʃh   [T] 
gaɾɐ   [T] 
 

59. dust 
dɦɔɭ   [G] 
d̪ɦul   [h] 
d̪ɦuɭ   [AGHJQSTU] 
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60, gold 
sɔɳɐ   [T] 
sɔna   [GJQSTU] 
soɳa   [H] 
sona   [AGh] 
 

61. tree 
pɛɖ    [h] 
peɖ    [AJTU] 
peɽ    [QS] 
dɐ̪ɾkhɐt ̪   [GHT] 
ɾukh   [GHJSTU] 
pɔde̪   [A] 
 

62. leaf 
pɐt ̪ː ɐ   [T] 
pɐta̪   [Q] 
pɐtt̪a̪   [AGHJSTU] 
pətt̪i̪   [h] 
 

63. root 
dʒɐɖ   [AGHUh] 
dʒɐɖɨ   [JT] 
dʒɐɽ   [QS] 
sikɐr   [S] 
 

64. thorn 
kaɳʈa   [AHU] 
kaɳʈɐ   [T] 
kaɳʈɔ   [J] 
kãʈa   [Sh] 
kãʈo   [Q] 
suɭ    [GJTU] 
 

65. flower 
ɸul    [h] 
phul  [AGHJQSTU] 
 

66. fruit 
phɐl   [AQh] 
phɐɭ   [GHJSTU] 
 

67. mango 
am    [AGHJQSTUh] 
 

68. banana 
keɭa   [AGHJSTU] 
keɭɔ   [Q] 
kela   [Ah] 
 

69. wheat 
gɛhũ   [AQh] 
gɛh̃u   [T] 
gɪhũ   [GHJSU] 
nadʒ   [GT] 
 

70. millet 
badʒɾɐ   [QT] 
badʒra   [AGKSh] 
dʒuaɾ   [HJTU] 
 

71. rice 
tʃamɐɭ   [GHJSU] 
tʃamɐɭɨ   [T] 
tʃaʋɐɭ   [AQT] 
tʃaʋɐɭ ̆   [S] 
tʃavɐl   [h] 
tʃãʋɐɭ   [G] 
 

72. potato 
aɭu    [GHJQSTU] 
alu    [Ah] 
 

73. eggplant 
beŋgɐɳɨ   [GHJTU] 
beŋgɐɳə  [Q] 
bẽgɐɳ   [S] 
bẽigən   [Ah] 
kɐtu̪   [Q] 
bɐta̪u   [G] 
 

74. groundnut 
mumphɐɭi  [AGHJSTU] 
mũgɸɐli  [h] 
mũŋphɐɭi  [GQ] 
mũphɐɭi  [S] 
 

75. chili 
mɪɾɐtʃ   [GJU] 
mɪɾatʃ   [HQ] 
mɪɾtsi   [Ah] 
miɾɐtʃ   [ST] 
 

76. turmeric 
hɐɭɨdi̪   [AT] 
hɐɭɐdɨ̪   [GU] 
hɐɭdi̪   [HQS] 
hɐldi̪   [JTh] 
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77. garlic 
lɐhəsʊn  [h] 
lɐsɐn   [S] 
lɐsɐɳ   [AGHQSU] 
lɐsɐɳɨ   [JT] 
lɐsʊn   [h] 
 

78. onion 
pjadʒ   [AGHJQSTUh] 
 

79. cauliflower 
ɸulgobɦi  [h] 
gɔbhi   [J] 
gɔbi   [AGH] 
phulgɔbi  [S] 
phulgobɦi  [Qh] 
phulgobi  [TU] 
 

80. tomato 
ʈimaʈɐɾ   [GHJQSTU] 
tɐmaʈɐɾ  [Ah] 
 

81. cabbage 
bɐn̪dg̪ɔbi  [JQU] 
bɐn̪dg̪obi  [ST] 
bɐn̪tg̪ɔbɦi  [GH] 
gobɦi   [Ah] 
pɐtt̪a̪gobi  [QST] 
 

82. oil 
tɛ̪l    [h] 
te̪l    [AGHJSTUh] 
ti̪eɭ    [U] 
tj̪al    [Q] 
 

83. salt 
nɐmɐk   [T] 
nɐmək   [h] 
nɔɳ    [S] 
nuɳ   [HQSU] 
nuɳɨ   [AGJT] 
 

84. meat 
gɔs    [S] 
gos    [GHJQTU] 
gost ̪   [h] 
mas   [AQU] 
 

85. fat 
tʃɐɾbi   [GHJQSTU] 
tʃəɾbi   [Ah] 
 

86. fish 
mɐtʃɨli   [S] 
mɐtʃhi   [GHJQTU] 
mɐtʃhli   [Ah] 
mɐtʃi   [S] 
 

87. chicken 
mʊɾgi   [AGHJQTUh] 
muɾgi   [S] 
 

88. egg 
ɐɳɖa   [AGHJQSTUh] 
ɐɳɖɐ   [T] 
 

89. cow 
gaːh   [T] 
gaːj    [GHJU] 
gai    [Ah] 
gaj    [QS] 
gajɐ   [T] 
 

90. buffalo 
bɦẽs   [AGQSUh] 
bɦeːes   [H] 
bɦɛh̃es   [JT] 
d̪ɦɔɾ   [G] 
 

91. milk 
d̪ɦɐɾ   [G] 
du̪ːd̪ɦ   [GHJU] 
d̪ud ̪   [Q] 
d̪ud̪ɦ   [ASTh] 
 

92. horns 
siŋ    [Ah] 
siŋg   [GHJQSTU] 
 

93. tail 
pɔt̃ʃh   [GHJU] 
põtʃh   [T] 
puɲtʃh   [S] 
puntʃ   [Q] 
pũtʃh   [Ah] 
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94. goat 
bɐkɐɾi   [QS] 
bɐkɾi   [GHU] 
bɐkri̪   [JT] 
bəkeɾi   [Ah] 
 

95. dog 
gɐɳɖɐk   [T] 
kutt̪a̪   [AGHJQSTUh] 
 

96. snake 
ɕjãp   [AGHJSTU] 
sãp    [Qh] 
 

97. monkey 
bɐn̪dɐ̪ɾ   [AGHJQSTU] 
bəndə̪ɾ   [h] 
 

98. mosquito 
mɐtʃhɐɾ  [GHJQU] 
matʃhɐɾ  [ST] 
mətt̪ʃhəɾ  [Ah] 
 

99. ant 
tʃẽiʈi   [S] 
tʃẽiʈi   [GHJTU] 
tʃɪʈ̃i    [Qh] 
kiɖi  [A] 
 

100. spider 
mɐkɐɖi  [AGJTh] 
mɐkɐɽi   [S] 
mɐkɖi   [HU] 
makəɖi   [Q] 
 

101. name 
nam   [AGHJQSTUh] 
 

102. man 
adm̪i   [AGHQSTUh] 
maɳɐs   [AGHJTU] 
mənusjə  [h] 
puɾʊʂ   [h] 
 

103. woman 
auɾət ̪   [h] 
bɛhɛɾ vani  [T] 
bɛher vani  [GHJU] 
behervani  [S] 

beɾbani  [AQ] 
beihɐr   [S] 
dʒɐnani  [HU] 
stɾ̪i    [h] 
 

104. child 
baɭɐk   [HJQST] 
bəɭak   [G] 
bətʃtʃa   [Ah] 
tʃhɔɾa   [HU] 
 

105. father 
bap    [GHJQSTUh] 
pita̪   [Ah] 
 

106. mother 
ma    [GHQUh] 
mah   [JT] 
mai   [S] 
mai   [GHSU] 
maji   [JT] 
mata̪   [Ah] 
 

107. older brother 
bɐdɔbɦai  [HJ] 
bəɖabɦai  [AGUh] 
bɦaj   [QT] 
bɐɖabɦeɽ  [S] 
 

108. younger brother 
bɦaji   [GHU] 
tʃɐʈɔ bɦai  [HJ] 
tʃhoʈa bɦai  [AQTh] 
tʃhoʈɔ bɦaj  [T] 
tʃhɔʈa bɦeɽ  [S] 
 

109. older sister 
bɐɖibɐhɐɳ  [JT] 
bɐhɐɳ   [GHTU] 
bɐɽibɐhɐɳ  [S] 
bɛɖibɛhɐɳ  [Q] 
bəɖibəhɪn  [Ah] 
d̪idi̪   [h] 
 

110. younger sister 
bɐhɐɳ   [GQ] 
tʃhoʈibɐhɐɳ [JT] 
tʃoʈibɐhɐɳ  [S] 
tʃoʈibəhin  [Ah] 
lali    [GHTU] 
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111. son 
beʈa   [AGJSTUh] 
tʃhoɾa   [QT] 
tʃoɾa   [GHSU] 
tʃoɾo   [Q] 
 

112. daughter 
beʈi   [AGJSTUh] 
pʊtɾ̪i   [h] 
tʃhoɾi   [QT] 
tʃoɾi   [GHQSTU] 
 

113. husband 
adɨ̪mi   [S] 
adə̪mi   [G] 
gɐɾʋala  [Q] 
gaɾwaɭo  [H] 
gɦɐɾvalɐ  [T] 
gɦɐɾwɐlɐ  [U] 
gɦɐɾɐjjɐ  [GJTU] 
pəti̪   [Ah] 
marɐd ̪   [H] 
bɛhɾa   [T] 
 

114. wife 
bɐhu   [GJST] 
bahũ   [Q] 
pətn̪i   [Ah] 
bɛher vani  [GHJTU] 
hɐrvaɭi   [S] 
birbani   [A] 
 

115. boy 
ləɖka   [AQh] 
tʃhɔɾa   [AHU] 
tʃhoɾɐ   [T] 
tʃhora   [GJQ] 
tʃɔɾa   [S] 
 

116. girl 
ləɖki   [AQh] 
tʃhɔɾi   [AGHU] 
tʃhori   [JQT] 
tʃɔɾi   [S] 
 

117. day 
dɪ̪n  [AGHJQSTUh] 
di̪ʋas   [h] 
 

118. night 
ɾat ̪    [AGHJSUh] 
ɾa̪t ̪    [QT] 
 

119. morning 
d̪ɦeɾd̪ɦeɾɛi  [S] 
d̪ɦeɾd̪ɦeɾɛji  [G] 
d̪ɦɛrei   [HJQTU] 
d̪ɦeɾ   [T] 
səbeɾa   [Ah] 
subəh   [h] 
 

120. noon 
d̪ɦʊpɐɾ   [T] 
dɔ̪pɐhɐr  [S] 
dɔ̪pɐɾ   [GST] 
do̪faɾ   [Q] 
do̪pəhəɾ  [Ah] 
du̪ppɐɾ   [HJU] 
 

121. evening/afternoon 
ʃam   [Ah] 
saɲdʒɦ   [GHJU] 
saɲtʃ   [GHQSU] 
santʃɭa   [T] 
səd̪̃ɦja   [h] 
 

122. yesterday 
kɐl    [AHTh] 
kal    [GJQSTU] 
 

123. today 
adʒ    [AGHJQSTUh] 
 

124. tomorrow 
dɛ̪hɛɾe   [S] 
d̪ɦɛɾe   [GQ] 
d̪ɦere   [J] 
d̪ɦɾei   [HU] 
tɐ̪ɖka   [A] 
kal    [Th] 
 

125. week 
hɐphta̪   [Ah] 
hɐpta̪   [GHJQSU] 
hafta̪   [T] 
sɐpta̪   [G] 
səpta̪h   [h] 
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126. month 
mɐhɪnɔ   [QS] 
mɐhina  [GHJU] 
məhina  [ATh] 
 

127. year 
sal    [AGHJQSTUh] 
ʋɐɾɐʃ   [T] 
ʋəɾʂ   [h] 
 

128. old 
pʊɾana   [Ah] 
puɾaɳa   [GHJU] 
puɾaɳɔ   [QST] 
 

129. new 
nɐja   [HJU] 
nɐje   [GH] 
nɐji   [T] 
nɐjɔ   [QS] 
nəja   [Ah] 
nəʋə   [h] 
 

130. good 
ɐtʃha   [HTU] 
ɐtʃɔ   [S] 
ɐtʃtʃha   [Ah] 
bɐɖɦia   [J] 
bɐɽɪja   [S] 
bəɽɦija   [h] 
mɐluk   [GHJTU] 
maluk   [Q] 
 

131. bad 
bekaɾ   [GHJSTU] 
buɾɔ   [HJQSU] 
khəɾab   [Ah] 
 

132. wet 
ɐla    [Q] 
aɭɔ    [GHQU] 
bɦidʒa   [SU] 
bɦidʒ   [GT] 
bɦidʒɔ   [HJS] 
bɦiga   [A] 
gila    [h] 
 

133. dry 
sukha   [AHJTUh] 
sukhgɔ   [G] 
sukhɔ   [GQS] 
 

134. long 
lɐmba   [AJTU] 
lɐmbɔ   [GHQS] 
ləma   [h] 
 

135. short 
tʃhoʈa   [AGHJTUh] 
tʃhoʈo   [T] 
tʃɔʈɔ   [QS] 
guʈɔ   [G] 
 

136. hot 
gɐɾɐm   [T] 
gɐɾəm   [Ah] 
ta̪tɔ̪   [GHJQSTU] 
 

137. cold 
ʈhəɳɖa   [h] 
thɐɳɖɔ   [HT] 
siɭa    [A] 
siɭɔ    [GHJQSTU] 
 

138. right 
dɐ̪hɪna   [h] 
sidɦa   [S] 
sidɦɐ   [JT] 
sid̪ɦɔ   [G] 
sidɔ̪   [QU] 
sita̪    [H] 
da̪ja   [Ah] 
 

139. left 
bãja   [Ah] 
khɛɽɔ   [S] 
khebɖa   [T] 
khebɖɔ   [QT] 
khevɖa   [H] 
khevɖɔ   [U] 
ulʈa   [JS] 
ɔɭbɔ   [G] 
 

140. near 
nɐdʒdi̪k  [Th] 
nɐdʒik   [GHJQSU] 
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pas    [Ah] 
pie    [U] 
 

141. far 
du̪ɾ    [AGHJQSTUh] 
du̪ɾi   [Q] 
 

142. big 
bɐɖa   [J] 
bɐɖɔ   [GHQTU] 
bɐɽɔ   [S] 
bəɖa   [AGh] 
 

143. small 
tʃhoʈa   [AJh] 
tʃhoʈɐ   [T] 
tʃhoʈɔ   [GHQU] 
tʃoʈɔ   [S] 
 

144. heavy 
bɦaɾi   [ASh] 
dɐ̪giɖɔ   [U] 
tɐ̪gɐɖa   [GHJT] 
tɐ̪gɖa   [S] 
vɐdʒɐn   [S] 
moʈɔ   [T] 
ʈahaɖɔ   [Q] 
 

145. light 
hɐɭɨka   [S] 
hɐɭəkɔ   [G] 
hɐlɨkɔ   [T] 
hɐlka   [Ah] 
haɭkɔ   [HJU] 
haɭɔ   [Q] 
patɭ̪ɔ   [G] 
 

146. above 
upɐɾ   [GS] 
upəɾ   [AHQUh] 
uppɐɾ   [T] 
uɲtʃa   [GQS] 
ũtʃa   [JT] 
 

147. below 
nitʃe   [AGHJQSTUh] 
 

148. white 
d̪ɦoɭa   [SU] 
d̪ɦoɭɐ   [T] 

d̪ɦoɭ   [G] 
d̪ɦoɭi   [J] 
d̪ɦoɭɔ   [HQ] 
səɸed ̪   [Ah] 
 

149. black 
kaɭa   [SU] 
kaɭi   [J] 
kaɭɔ   [GHQT] 
kala   [Ah] 
kalɐ   [T] 
 

150. red 
lal    [AGHJQSTUh] 

151. one 
ɛk    [Ah] 
ek    [GHJQSTU] 
 

152. two 
do̪    [Ah] 
dɔ̪    [GHJQSTU] 
 

153. three 
ti̪n    [AGHJQSTUh] 
 

154. four 
tʃaɾ    [AGHJQUh] 
tʃjaɾ   [ST] 
 

155. five 
paɲtʃ   [GJSTU] 
pãntʃ   [H] 
pãtʃ   [AQh] 
 

156. six 
tʃe   [Q] 
tʃhɛ   [HJSTh] 
tʃhə   [AGUh] 
 

157. seven 
sat ̪   [AGHJQSTUh] 
 

158. eight 
aʈh   [AGHJQSTUh] 
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159. nine 
nɐu   [AGHJTUh] 
nɐʋ    [Q] 
nɔ    [S] 
 

160. ten 
dɐ̪s    [GHJQSTU] 
də̪s    [Ah] 
 

161. eleven 
gjaɾa   [AHQh] 
gjaɾah   [J] 
gjaɾɐ̪   [S] 
gjare   [GU] 
gjarɛ   [T] 
 

162. twelve 
baɾa   [AHJQh] 
baɾɐ̪   [S] 
bare   [GU] 
barhɛ   [T] 

163. twenty 
bis    [AGHJQSTUh] 
 

164. one hundred 
so    [h] 
sɔ    [AGHJQSTU] 
 

165. who? 
kɔn    [Ah] 
kɔɳ    [QS] 
koɳɨ   [GHJTU] 
 

166. what? 
kɐha   [SU] 
kaha   [GHQT] 
kahajɛ   [JT] 
kja    [Ah] 
 

167. where? 
kɐhã   [S] 
kɐkɐ ̃   [T] 
kaha   [J] 
kahã   [GHQSU] 
kəhã   [Ah] 
 

168. when? 
kɐd ̪   [HQS] 
kɐdɨ̪   [GJTU] 
kəb    [Ah] 
 

169. how many? 
kanɔ   [Q] 
kɪtə̪ne   [Ah] 
kitɐ̪nɔ   [SU] 
kite̪   [J] 
kiti̪ɳa   [T] 
kiti̪na   [GT] 
kitn̪ɔ   [HU] 
 

170. what kind? 
kəisa   [h] 
keisɔ   [S] 
kese   [AGT] 
kesɔ   [HJQSU] 
kɪspɾɐkaɾ  [Ah] 
kɪspɾakaɾ  [h] 
kistɐ̪ɾɐh   [h] 
kiʃõk   [S] 
 

171. this 
i    [S] 
iː    [Q] 
je    [AG] 
jəh    [h] 
jɜ    [h] 
ji    [HTU] 
jɪh    [h] 
ju    [JT] 
 

172. that 
ju    [G] 
uː    [Q] 
uh    [HJSTU] 
wəh   [Ah] 
wo    [h] 
 

173. these 
i    [Q] 
je    [AGJSTh] 
ji    [HU] 
 

174. those 
βe    [h] 
ʋe    [ATh] 
ve    [J] 
u    [Q] 
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uh    [HSU] 
ju    [G] 
 

175. same 
bɐɾabɐɾ  [AGHJQSTU] 
ek dʒaisɔ  [S] 
ek dʒesa  [J] 
ek dʒesɐ  [T] 
ek tɐ̪ɾɐk  [G] 
ek sa   [H] 
ek si   [U] 
huba   [S] 
səman   [h] 
 

176. different 
ɐlɐg   [AGHQ] 
ɐlɐg ɐlɐg  [JT] 
ələgələg  [h] 
bɦɪnə   [h] 
ɸɐɾk   [h] 
tɐ̪ɾe tɐ̪ɾe  [HSU] 
njaɭa njaɭa  [HSU] 
 

177. whole 
puɾa   [GHh] 
puɾɳə   [h] 
ɕjabɐt ̪   [GHJTU] 
ɕjabut ̪   [S] 
sabɐt ̪   [AS] 
sabut ̪   [Q] 
saɾa   [S] 
 

178. broken 
ʈuʈɨgɔ   [T] 
ʈuʈa   [AQh] 
ʈuʈgɔ   [G] 
ʈuʈɔ   [HJQSU] 
 

179. few 
thoɖi   [T] 
t ̪hɔɖɔ   [HQU] 
t ̪hoɖa   [Ah] 
t ̪hoɖe   [G] 
t ̪hoɖɔ   [JT] 
t ̪hoɖɔsɔ   [S] 
 

180. many 
bɐhɐt ̪   [JT] 
bəhʊt ̪   [h] 
bɔt ̪ː eɾɐ   [S] 
dʒada̪   [AQ] 

gɦɐɳi   [T] 
gɦɐɳɔ   [GHQU] 
gɦɐɳoi   [S] 
 

181. all 
sɐb    [JSTU] 
səb    [AHh] 
saɾa   [GHQSU] 
gɐlla   [S] 
 

182. eat!, he ate 
kha    [Ah] 
khale   [GHJTU] 
khalɛ   [S] 
khaliɔ   [Q] 
khaɔ   [S] 
 

183. bite!, he bit 
kaʈa   [Ah] 
kaʈə   [Q] 
kaʈkhaja   [U] 
kaʈkhajɔ   [GHJST] 
 

184. he is, he was hungry 
bɦukh   [Ah] 
bɦukhlɐgrihe [S] 
bɦuklɐgɾi̪hɛ [GHJQTU] 
 

185. drink!, he drank 
pi    [Ah] 
piɾɔ hɛ   [GHJTU] 
piɾɔhe   [GST] 
piɾɔihe   [Q] 
 

186. he is, he was thirsty 
pislɐgɾihɛ  [GHJQSTU] 
pjasahe, pjasath̪a [Ah] 
 

187. sleep!, he slept 
so    [Ah] 
sɔjpɐɖɔhe  [S] 
soɾɔhɛ   [GHJQSTU] 
 

188. lie down!, he lay down 
leʈ    [Ah] 
leʈgɔ   [SU] 
loʈgo   [Q] 
lʊɔtgɔ   [JT ] 
luɐʈgɔ   [ST] 
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luaʈgo   [GU] 
luɔtpaɖ   [H] 
 

189. sit down!, he sat down 
bɛjʈh   [Ah] 
beʈgɔ   [Q] 
beʈhdʒa   [GHJSTU] 
 

190. give!, he gave 
de̪    [Ah] 
dɛ̪dɛ̪   [HU] 
dɛ̪d̪jo   [Q] 
d̪ede̪   [GQS] 
d̪edɛ̪   [T] 
di̪jɔ    [J] 
di̪ɔ    [S] 
 

191. it burns, it burned 
aglagɾihe  [T] 
dʒɐɭɾihɛ  [H] 
dʒɐɭɾohɛ  [GJSU] 
dʒaleɾɔ   [Q] 
dʒəl   [Ah] 
dʒɔɭɾɔhɛ  [T] 
 

192. don't die!, he died 
mɐɾgɔ   [GHJQSTU] 
məɾ    [Ah] 
 

193. don't kill!, he killed 
mɐɾde̪jo  [GQ] 
mɐɾdɔ̪   [H] 
maɾ   [Ah] 
maɾa   [J] 
maɾdi̪jɔ   [SU] 
piʈa   [JT] 
piʈɐ   [T] 
 

194. fly!, it flew 
uɖ    [Ah] 
uɖɨɾɔ   [T] 
uɖga   [S] 
uɖɾɔ hɛ  [GHJQSTU] 
 

195. walk!, he walked 
tʃɐl    [HJSTh] 
tʃɐlɛne   [T] 
tʃɐlɔ   [GQSU] 
tʃəl    [Ah] 
 

196. run!, he ran 
bɦagdʒa  [S] 
bɦagdʒa  [T] 
bɦaglɛ   [HJU] 
bɦagɔigɛ  [G] 
bɦagɾɔ   [T] 
dɐuɖlɛ   [T] 
dɐ̪oɖ   [Ah] 
dɔ̪ɽɔ   [Q] 
 

197. go!, he went 
dʒa    [AGHJQTUh] 
dʒaɔ   [S] 
 

198. come!, he came 
adʒa   [AGHJQSTU] 
au    [h] 
  

199. speak!, he spoke 
bɔl    [S] 
bol    [AGJQSUh] 
bolɛne   [T] 
bolɔ   [HU] 
 

200. listen!, he heard 
sʊɳa   [U] 
sʊɳɔ   [QT] 
sun    [Ah] 
suɳ    [GH] 
suɳa   [J] 
suɳi   [H] 
suna   [S] 
 

201. look!, he saw 
dɛ̪khlijɔ   [HU] 
de̪kh   [Ah] 
de̪kha   [JQ] 
de̪khɐ   [GST] 
de̪khlɛ   [T] 
de̪khɔ   [S] 
d̪jekhɔ   [S] 
 

202. I (1st singular) 
me    [AGHJQSTUh] 
 

203. you (2nd singular, informal) 
tu̪    [GHJQSTUh] 
tu̪m    [Ah] 
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204. you (2nd singular, formal) 
ap    [ATh] 
tu̪    [JS] 
tũ̪    [GHQU] 
tɐ̪m    [U] 
 

205. he (3rd singular, masculine) 
u    [QS] 
uh    [HSU] 
ʋu    [GJT] 
wə    [Ah] 
wo    [h] 
 

206. she (3rd singular, feminine) 
u    [QS] 
uh    [HU] 
ʋu    [GJT] 
wə    [Ah] 
 

207. we (1st plural, inclusive) 
hɐm   [GHJSTU] 
həm   [Ah] 
apa    [Q] 
 

208. we (1st plural, exclusive) 
apa    [Q] 
hɐm   [GHTUh] 
hɐm dɔ̪nɔ  [AJST] 
 

209. you (2nd plural) 
tu̪    [T] 
tu̪m    [J] 
tu̪mlog   [AUh] 
tɐ̪m    [GHJQT] 
tɐ̪mlog   [S] 
aplɔg   [U] 
 

210. they (3rd plural) 
ʋe   [GJT] 
vɔ   [G] 
we   [Ah] 
uh   [HSU] 
je   [Q] 
uɔ   [Q] 
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